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Abstract— Why our creator instructed us to perform and establish prostration (salah)? To answer in a scientific way it can be said that, in normal stand-

ing position human brain is all above. Human brain is the greatest consumer of blood (medical science). So, as a result of blood  circulation, necessary 
measured blood are interrupted at the time of going to brain by the effect of gravitational force of some less measured blood reach to brain. On the other 
hand, if it is possible to turn brain to low under heart by prostrating (most easiest way) then according to the law of liquid flow much measured blood are 
very easily and in faster way will reach to brain if it can be some much time doing prostration. The law of liquid is to flow from high to low position. So, it 
is not only five time compulsory salah (prostration) but also the more you can perform only for the purpose of allah the more of benefit can gain. To me 
the matter is such like that, salah (prostration) is obligatory according to the structural attribute of human body by itself alone. By the difference of 
nation, religion, color, language and at the end every man and woman of human class should perform salah and doing prostration because of the effect 
of gravitational force on blood circulation. 

 

Index Terms—  Artificial Intelligence, Blood Flow, Flaw Less, Gravitational Force, Prostration, Salah, Robot. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ur life is nothing but a functionality of our body object. 
When this functionality is activated then we called it live 
otherwise it is dead. Mind, Heart, understanding, birth 

(one cell created from another cell), life, death and blood flow 
all are functionality of a smooth and flawless creation work. It 
is not the same of prime functionality of different naming, call-
ing and the sequence of prime functionality. Sequence of 
prime functionality and giving name to prime functionality is 
different. For example, behind the name of life and death there 
is a functionality of on and off (start and stop). Only life, death 
or blood flow are not the end word. Actually only the extreme 
artificialism alone is natural regulation which according to 
our sense. In the sense of blood flow at robot, the effect of 
gravitational force is the name of extreme artificialism alone. 

2     BACKGROUND 

The religion is the thing which is being contained. We know 
that, the prime reason behind at least one of the wars hap-
pened in the history of earth is this religion. The purpose of 
this writing is to establish peace by stopping war on earth. We 
who are educated and wise, surely we are science obeying, 
this is why this scientific research of mine. If we together can 
contain science in our mind then all problems will be solved  
by itself alone. It is my demand as a student of science. 

 

 

3     RESULT 

If some how our creator set our brain under heart and if then 

blood circulation system would exist still then he may not tell 

us to perform salah (prostration) and establishing. This word 

is important by the reason that, performing salah (prostration) 

is forbidden in a state of impurity at the time of woman men-

strual cycle because at the time of prostration bad blood may 

go reverse way by the effect of gravitational force. So it can be 

said that someone created us by the infinite intelligence. It is 

so much smooth that we can not understand that it is created. 

If we can give this kind of smoothness and accuracy to robot 

then robot also can not understand that he was created. For 

the argument only suppose, we are able to create a robot like 

human with blood circulation capability then it is very true 

that we must say to robot to perform prostration the more it 

can for the healthy brain with effect of gravitational force on 

blood flow. At lease we can not avoid the gravitational effect 

as a doctor, engineer and scientist. 

4     METHODOLOGY 

I have used qualitative methods to gather information of 
knowing of various text, video and audio documents. 

5     CONCLUSION 

Obviously, allah can create everything with smoothness and flaw-

less. The reason behind best natural abstract is best artificial intel-

ligence. Everything is artificial intelligence, there is no word of 

natural. The matter is how much accuracy and smoothness we 

can do. Either everything is artificial, on the other hand, every-

thing is natural. 
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